Abstract. Quantum mechanics and general relativity have been each successfully tested in numerous experiments. However, the regime where both theories are jointly required to explain physical phenomena remains untested by laboratory experiments, and is also not fully understood by theory. This contribution reviews recent ideas for a new type of experiments: quantum interference of "clocks", which aim to test novel quantum effects that arise from time dilation. "Clock" interference experiments could be realised with atoms or photons in near future laboratory experiments.
Introduction
Quantum mechanics and general relativity have successfully passed numerous experimental verifications. Yet, all experiments that detected gravitational effects on quantum systems are still fully consistent with the non-relativistic, Newtonian theory [1] [2] [3] . Similarly, in the present-day tests of general relativity the degrees of freedom displaying general relativistic effects can consistently be described by classical physics [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Therefore, there is a fundamental interest in finding feasible experiments that could probe the regime where the relevant degrees of freedom requite both quantum and general relativistic description.
This contribution reviews recent proposals for testing the overlap between quantum theory and general relativity with composite quantum particles, which have dynamical internal degrees of freedom (DOF). Crucially, such systems can be seen as ideal "clocks". Their study has revealed novel quantum effects from the relativistic time dilation arising in interference experiments with such quantum "clocks" [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . According to quantum theory any system can propagate along multiple paths in superposition, while general relativity predicts that the time elapsed for a system depends on its path, which is simply the effect of time dilation. Therefore, in the regime where both theories apply, time dilation will generally entangle the internal states of a "clock" to the path. In interference experiments with "clocks" this will cause loss and revivals (for periodic "clocks") of the interference fringes [10] . Such experiments could be realised with atoms or molecules, with their electronic or vibrational energy levels as "clocks", neutrons or electrons -with "clock" implemented in spin precession, etc. Analogous effects arise also for photons [11] due to the Shapiro effect [17] . Moreover, the interferometric visibility is affected stronger for larger systems. For macroscopic systems the loss of visibility can become very rapid and, for all practical purposes, irreversible -time dilation can thus result in decoherence [12] .
The prime motivation to study the effects of proper time on quantum systems is the fact that they are particularly promising for laboratory experiments: Already current techniques allow for interference experiments with molecules comprising more than 800 atoms [18] . More generally, understanding how general relativity can affect quantum experiments will simply be crucial for many future tests aimed at preparing and detecting quantum states of macroscopic systems [19] [20] [21] . Future large-scale quantum technologies involving e.g. quantum communication through satellites [22, 23] will also have to account for general relativistic effects -as much as the present-day classical technologies, such as the Global Positioning System, have to incorporate such effects for their correct functioning. The impact of general relativity on future quantum communication and information technologies is already today an active research field [24] . Finally, tests of general relativity are performed with ever increasing precision [9] and quantum effects will unavoidably become relevant in future tests at some scale.
Composite particles as "clocks"
For a relativistic particle the square of its four momentum p µ , µ = 0, .., 3 is an invariant quantity, which describes the energy of the particle in its rest frame [25] : −H rest c 2 = p µ g µν p ν , where g µν is the metric tensor, with signature (−, +, +, +), and c is the speed of light. For a composite system, H rest comprises not only the rest mass mc 2 but also any binding or kinetic energies of the internal degrees of freedom -the system's entire internal Hamiltonian H int -and thus H rest = mc 2 + H int . The energy in an arbitrary reference frame is given by the p 0 component and for a static symmetric metric reads H ≡ cp 0 = −g 00 (c 2 p j p j + H 2 rest ). Legendre transform of H yields the Lagrangian L = L rest −g µνẋ µẋν /c, where L rest is the rest frame Lagrangian of the composite system (and a Legendre transform of H rest ), x µ (t) are the coordinates of the system's world line, and the over-dots denote derivative with respect to the coordinate time t. Furthermore, the proper time element along x µ (t) reads dτ := −g µν dx µ dx ν /c and −g µνẋ µẋν /c ≡τ is simply the "speed" of proper time with respect to the coordinate time t. This yields L ≡ L restτ . The action of a relativistic composite system along a world line γ is therefore S = γ L restτ dt ≡ γ L rest dτ , whereas the proper time elapsing along γ is given by γτ dt ≡ γ dτ . Thus, internal degrees of freedom of a composite point-like system evolve according to proper time along the system's world line -"measuring" the elapsing proper time. In this sense relativistic point-like particles with internal dynamics can be seen as ideal clocks.
Any physical system thus far used as a clock in tests of time dilation was of course not fundamentally point-like. For the above framework to apply it is only required that the additional effects on the system due to its finite size are negligible. This is the case if the linear dimension of the system is sufficiently small compared to the length scale where the space-time curvature is non-negligible. In general, the higher the precision of the clock, the smaller the four-volume it can occupy before it becomes necessary to include its finite size, see also ref. [26] . The above conditions also allow to define a generally covariant notion of the centre of mass for an extended system [27] .
To the lowest order in the post-Newtonian expansion (for a static symmetric metric) [28] the Hamiltonian for a composite system reads [12] 
where
/c 2 describes the external DOFs and f (p, Φ)/c 2 incorporates the relevant relativistic corrections and any relevant external forces (e.g. required for trapping the "clock"). In the above approximatioṅ The classical theory of composite particles can be canonically quantised to yield a Hamiltonian description of a quantum "clock" in curved space-time (or, equivalently, a path integral quantisation of the clock action can be carried out). Note, that in quantum theory both external and internal DOFs are described by operators. Since the particle in general propagates along multiple world lines in superposition, the interactions describing time dilation in quantum theory lead to entanglement between internal and external degrees of freedom of the "clock". This yields the novel phenomena in interference experiments with composite systems [10] [11] [12] which we review in this contribution.
The two terms describing time dilation in eq. (1) can also be justified by considering the mass-energy equivalence (for the mass of the particle and its internal energy) [29, 30] . It entails that changing the particle's internal energy by E changes its mass m by E/c 2 , i.e. m → m + E/c 2 . The principle applies to any internal energy eigenstate and in quantum theory, due to its linear structure, the principle also applies to any superposition of internal energy eigenstates, thus in quantum theory m → m1 1+H int /c 2 , where 1 1 is the identity operator on the state space of the internal degrees of freedom. Incorporating the above into the non-relativistic quantum Hamiltonian mc 2 + p 2 2m + mφ yields the interaction terms present in (1), see ref. [13] for further details and for the new possible tests of the Einstein Equivalence Principle in quantum theory. of the famous "twin paradox", a thought experiment where twin siblings embark on separate voyages from the same event in space-time and when their world lines meet again, they discover that they have aged differently. The age of each twin depends on the proper time elapsed along his/her path. Here we discuss a quantum version of the time dilation experiments: a single "clock" (a particle with internal dynamics, e.g. an atom in a superposition of two internal energy levels) which follows in superposition two world lines along which different proper time elapses [10] . This can be seen as a quantum version of the twin paradox, where a "quantum only child" embarks on two different voyages in superposition and when the world lines are recombined, the traveller has aged in superposition by different amounts of time -becoming older-and-younger than himself, in a superposition.
For the realisation of the "quantum twin paradox" consider a Mach-Zehnder interferometer where the quantum "clock" follows in superposition two fixed paths 1 γ 1 and γ 2 , see figure 1. The state of the particle inside the setup can be described by Figure 1 : Mach-Zehnder interferometer for testing the quantum version of the twin paradox with interfering "clocks". The setup consists of two beam splitters (BS1,2), two detectors D± and is stationary in a laboratory frame on earth, in a gravitational field g. The interferometric paths γ1 and γ2 are arranged such that different proper time elapses along each of them. The "clock" can be any small particle with time-evolving internal degrees of freedom. Such an interference experiment will not only display a phase shift, but also (periodic -for a periodic "clock") modulations of the interferometric visibility: The interferometric visibility will be diminished to the extent to which the information about the path becomes available from the "clock" due to time dilation. a superposition
where the states |Ψ 1 , |Ψ 2 are associated with the paths γ 1 , γ 2 , respectively. With the Hamiltonian (1) we can write these states explicitly
where |x in and |τ in denote the initial states of the external and the internal DOFs, respectively. Using eq. (2) the internal state evolving along γ i can be written as
where we used
2mc 2 (for a particle on a fixed path, in the small velocity regime). This can be further simplified into |τ i = e dτ H int |τ in where we explicitly see that the internal state of the particle following path γ i evolves according to the proper time along that path. In the interferometric experiment the paths are finally recombined, which yields the following probabilities for registering the particle in the detectors D ±
where ∆φ is the total relative phase, which can also be explicitly evaluated from eq. (3), see also sec. 6. In eq. (5), the quantity V = | τ 1 |τ 2 | describes the visibility of this interference pattern and explicitly reads
where ∆τ := γ 2 dτ − γ 1 dτ is the proper time difference between γ 1 and γ 2 , and the expectation value is taken with respect to the initial internal state of the "clock", here |τ in . The visibility V remains maximal if there is no time dilation between the interfering paths, in particular it is always maximal in the non-relativistic limit (when eq. (1) reduces to H int + p 2 /2m + mΦ(x)). On the other hand, V vanishes in the classical theory -even in curved space-time -no interference takes place for classical particles. Modulations in the visibility described by eq. (6), are a quantum effect that arises only due to the relativistic time dilation and can thus test the regime where both quantum and general relativistic phenomena play a role.
Equation (6) quantifies to which extent an internal state evolving along γ 1 becomes distinguishable from that evolving along γ 2 due to time dilation. If the "clock" has a characteristic evolution time t ⊥ after which its initial state evolves into an orthogonal one, also called the orthogonalisation time, the visibility vanishes if ∆τ = t ⊥ . Both V and t ⊥ can be expressed in terms of internal energy moments H n int :
and π /t ⊥ ≤ (2 H n int ) 1 n , for n > 0 [31] , which is valid also for mixed states. Keeping only up to second moments in the right-hand side of eq. (7) gives:
where ∆H int = H 2 int − H int 2 is the internal energy variance. In the same
The which-way information revealed by the "clock" can be quantified by the distinguishability of the paths, here: D = 1 − | τ 1 |τ 2 | 2 , see [10] for details. This yields the well-known quantitative expression of quantum complementarity: V 2 +D 2 = 1, see [36] [37] [38] . Equation (6) has been derived here for pure states but it directly generalises to mixed internal states 2 [12] -it only depends on the internal energy distribution, not on the purity of the state. For pure internal states the internal energy distribution gives the rate of internal state change (given by t ⊥ ) and the visibility modulations can be interpreted as due to which-way information that becomes available from the "clock". Mixed states, on the other hand, in general cannot be directly interpreted as "clocks" -e.g. thermal states are stationary -and visibility modulations have two equivalent interpretations: as time dilation of internal dynamics or redshift of internal energy values, see ref [12] for further discussion. For mixed states in general one has loss of visibility without the gain in which-way information, which might become classically "scrambled", and
Finally, we stress that in the relativistic scenario considered here, the visibility can remain maximal only if the internal state of the interfering particle is an exact eigenstate of its internal Hamiltonian. Such a state only evolves by a global phase and can be seen as a "switched-off clock".
Interferometric visibility -examples
Here we discuss interferometric visibility in three experimentally promising implementations of the "clock", and where additionally eq. (6) admits a closed analytic expression.
Periodic "clocks" Consider a "clock" periodically evolving between just two mutually orthogonal states with a period 2t ⊥ . We expect V = 0 for ∆τ = (2k + 1) t ⊥ , k = 0, 1, 2, ..., when the "clock" stores maximal which-way information, and V = 1 for ∆τ = 2k t ⊥ -when no which-way information is available. In general for a periodic "clock" eq. (6) reads [10] 
Such a periodic "clock" can be realised as a superposition of two energy eigenstates
Note that ν = 2π/2t ⊥ ≡ is simply the angular frequency of this "clock". A physical implementation of such a periodic "clock" is possible e.g. in internal energy levels of an atom, as is routinely employed in atomic clocks.
Continuous-variables: Photons as "clocks" A "clock" can also be implemented in the position of a photon. For a fixed observer, light passing closer to a massive object moves slower than light passing further from the mass -this effect is known as Shapiro delay [17] (and has been tested in the classical regime by measuring round-trip times of radar [17, 39] and radio waves [40] in the Solar System). If a single photon is used in the setup in figure1, the amplitude following path γ 2 is predicted to reach the final beam splitter (BS 2 ) later than then the amplitude which followed γ 1 , even for paths of equal local lengths 3 . For a Gaussian distribution of frequencies in the photon wavepacket f (ν) = (
Defining as distinguishable the photon wave packets with overlap 1/e or smaller, the precision of a Gaussian "clock" is t ⊥ = 2a. Such a photon-clock is non-periodic and therefore the visibility is also a non-periodic function of the clock's precision and of the time dilation between the paths.
Thermal states under time dilation -mixed "clocks" Here we consider a particle in a thermal internal state: ρ in = e −βH int /Z(β), where Z(β) = Tr{e −βH int } is the partition function, β = 1/k B T , k B is the Boltzmann constant, and T denotes temperature, and eq. (6) reads V = Z(β+i∆τ / ) Z(β) (note that β + i∆τ / is effectively a "complex temperature"). As an example we consider that internal DOFs comprise N independent harmonic modes (such as normal modes of a molecule, a nanosphere, or a bulk macroscopic system) [12] . In this case
where n i are the number operators, and ω i -the mode frequencies and the visibility reads
In a large temperature limit, 1/β >> ω i , the energy variance of a harmonic mode is β −1 and in the approximation (8) the visibility reads V ≈ 1 − (∆τ /β ) 2 N/2 , which for large N becomes
As much as for pure internal states the visibility can be expressed in terms of their orthogonalisation time, for thermal states it can be expressed in terms of heat capacity, in the Einstein's model given by (∆H int ) 2 /(k B T 2 ) ≈ N k B , see ref. [12] for further details; and ref. [41] for the analysis using the Debye model of solids.
Gravitational and inertial time dilation effects
Time dilation between the paths of an interferometer will in general depend both on inertial and gravitational effects, ∆τ = dt 1 −
, where ≡ γ 1 − γ 2 , in full analogy to classical tests [6, 7] . Here we discuss two different geometries of the paths that allow isolating either the effects of gravitational time dilation or the special relativistic (inertial) time dilation.
Gravitational time dilation -lifting the "clock" Consider the paths as sketched in figure 1 , where acceleration and deceleration in the vertical direction, as well as horizontal velocity (which might also be zero when the system is trapped) are the same for both γ 1 and γ 2 . This assures that inertial effects give the same contribution to the proper time elapsing along both trajectories, and the proper time difference stems from the gravitational potential alone. In the approximation of homogeneous gravitational field with acceleration g we thus obtain
where h is the height difference between the paths and t is the laboratory time which the "clock" spends at the fixed heights. Figure 2 shows interference pattern predicted for , where h is the height difference between the paths and t is the time for which the "clock" is kept in superposition. In a non-relativistic theory only a relative phase is acquired but the visibility remains maximal (dashed, black line), as well as in a relativistic theory for a "switched-off clock" (particle in an internal energy eigenstate). In a relativistic case with a "switched-on" "clock" (particle in a superposition of internal energy levels) the visibility periodically drops and revives (thick red line), and a correction to the phase shift arises (blue line). Both quantum theory and the notion of gravitational time dilation are necessary to explain the visibility modulations in this experiment.
the experiment realised with a periodic "clock" under gravitational time dilation. In an earth based experiment the only parameter defining ∆τ in eq. (12) is the space-time area ht enclosed by the paths of the interferometer and eq. (9) reads V = cos( νght 2c 2 ). For a "clock" with frequency ν = 10 15 rad/s (which can be realised e.g. in Strontium) the spacetime area of the interferometer required to observe full loss and revival of the interference contrast is ∼ 10 m·s, where we used g ≈ 10m s −2 and c ≈ 3·10 8 m s −1 . The simple cosine law describing loss and revivals of the interference contrast is a key desirable feature of an experiment with a two-level "clock", as the revival of the visibility would allow for an unambiguous distinction between time dilation effects and unavoidable experimental imperfections. While such an experiment is still very challenging, it appears within reach of next generation matter-wave interferometers [21] . An analog version of this test has been recently realised in interference of Rubidium, where the "clock" was implemented via spin precession in an external magnetic field and where time dilation was simulated by preparing magnetic fields of different strengths along the two paths [42] .
The visibility in such a gravitational test, but with the interfering particle in a mixed internal state, is plotted in figure 3 . The model employed here describes the internal state as N harmonic modes with equal frequency at a temperature T = 300K. The visibility thus given by eq. (10) with ω i ≡ ν, for i = 1, .., N and ∆τ as in eq. (12) . Revivals of the visibility occur for such a mixed state as well and depend on the lowest frequency for the considered example (right panel of figure 3 ). Moreover, the more modes the system comprises, the faster the visibility becomes negligible with increasing the superposition size h or time t (left panel of figure 3) ; and the shorter is the duration of the revival peaks (right panel of figure 3 ). For a system with Avogadro number of particles in a superposition of h = 1 mm, the visibility is estimated to drop below 1% already after ∼ 2 µs. Moreover, the frequency of the lowest phonon mode decreases with the size of the system and therefore the revival time becomes increasingly long: For the model above with ν ∼ 500rad/s the revival time becomes 10 17 s, the estimated age of the Universe. See ref. [12] for details on how time dilation can effectively result in decoherence. In the general case, for a system containing modes of arbitrary frequencies (as opposed to all modes at the same frequency) the revival time will be given by the fundamental Figure 3 : Visibility V in an interference experiment with a particle in a thermal internal state at T = 300K under gravitational time dilation. V is plotted as a function of the space-time area h·t [m·s], with h the height difference between the paths and t -time for which the amplitudes are kept at different heights. Left: the visibility loss is faster for systems with higher number N of thermalised modes. Continuous lines represent the analytic result, eq. (10) for ν ∼ 10 13 rad/s. Dashed lines represent the approximation obtained for high T and large N , eq. (11). Right: revivals of the visibility occur for any system of finite size. The revival time is a decreasing function of the lowest frequency of the system: the thick red line shows the visibility for a single harmonic mode at frequency 10 13 rad/s, dashed black line -for half that value and the thin blue line illustrates how the pattern looks for the latter frequency but two modes. Note that the revivals are shorter the more modes the system comprises.
frequency (the greatest common divisor of all the system frequencies), which in general will be much longer than the period corresponding to the lowest frequency.
Special-relativistic time dilation -rotating the "clock" As an illustrating example, we consider a possible implementation of "clock" interference in the presence of special-relativistic time dilation, i.e. due to the relative velocity between two trajectories. We analyse a scenario in which the relative velocity is due to circular motion of one of the two amplitudes.
Consider a setup where an interferometer is mounted on a rotating platform, figure 4. The "clock" is first sent through a beam splitter which creates a coherent superposition of two amplitudes. One amplitude is sent to a trap near the centre of rotation, while the other is sent to a trap at a distance R from the centre. The two amplitudes are kept in the respective traps for some time t (as measured in the laboratory frame) and then sent back to the beam splitter, where they are recombined to produce interference fringes.
S o u rc e ! Figure 4 : Setup for testing special-relativistic time dilation effects on interference of "clocks". A particle in a superposition of internal energy levels (a "clock") is sent to an interferometer mounted on a rotating platform. Each amplitude is stored for a laboratory time t in a trap, one near the centre and one near the rim of the platform. The two amplitudes are then recombined. The rotation velocity of the platform induces time dilation between the two traps, which affects the interferometric visibility.
If the platform rotates at an angular velocity ω, the outer trap moves with linear velocity v = ωR. Therefore, the outer amplitude accumulates a proper time τ ≈ t(1 − ω 2 R 2 2c 2 ), while the amplitude in the centre accumulates proper time t (laboratory time), giving the proper time difference
(For simplicity, we assumed that the time needed to transfer the amplitudes to the traps and back is negligible with respect to t.) For an equal superposition of two internal energy levels, with transition frequency ν = |E 1 − E 2 | / , the visibility is modulated as
To estimate the magnitude of the effect, consider a platform rotating with angular velocity ω ∼ 100rad/s, a clock with optical transition frequency ν ∼ 10 15 rad/s, and a platform with radius R ∼ 1 m. Complete loss of visibility then occurs if the amplitudes are recombined after t ∼ 0.1 s.
In comparison, the time dilation produced by a difference ∆Φ in gravitational potential is ∆τ ≈ ∆Φt/c 2 , which reproduces (13) for the effective centripetal potential ∆Φ = ω 2 R 2 2 . Performing two clock-interference experiments: one in the gravitational field and the second on a rotating platform, would constitute a new test of the equivalence principle -in a hitherto untested regime where both external and internal DOFs of test system require relativistic as well as quantum description.
Discussion
Here we address key questions discussed during the 8 th Symposium on Frequency Standards and Metrology, (Potsdam, October, 2015) .
Why should one measure visibility and not the phase? For the visibility modulation it is crucial that internal energy contributes to the total mass as an operator. The relative phase, eq. (5), can be written as 4 ∆φ GR = (mc 2 + H int ) ∆τ / . Thus, first of all, a theory where only the mean internal energy contributes to the total mass (m → (m + H int /c 2 )1 1) suffices to explain the phase shift -but does not predict the visibility loss. Secondly, in the non-relativistic, Newtonian, limit the phase shift does not vanish but is given by ∆φ N ≈ m∆Φt/ (for the gravitational experiment), which is fully explained by a Newtonian gravitational potential in Euclidean space-time -with absolute time -as confirmed in numerous experiments [1, 43, 44] . Moreover, even beyond the nonrelativistic limit, the phase shift ∆φ GR can be explained by a phase ∆φ N stemming from a modified gravitational potential, i.e. where Newtonian gravity is modified but one still considers an Euclidian space-time. More generally, a simple model is given in ref. [11] that reproduces results of the existing tests of time dilation, such as [8, 9] , as well as predicts correct relativistic phase shifts for quantum interference of "clocks", but which does not predict any loss of visibility. Observation of the modulations in the visibility described by eq. (6) would simultaneously disprove non-relativistic, Newtonian gravity, as well as a classical description of the world lines of the "clocks". This has not been achieved thus far and cannot be achieved by the measurements of the phase shift alone.
In atomic interferometers there is no time dilation between the paths because atoms are in free fall. In the specific, Kasevich-Chu, atom interferometers [45] proper time is indeed the same along the paths, to lowest order in relativistic corrections. This is however a specific feature of a particular setup and needs not to be true for interferometers with different geometry. For example, time dilation will not vanish in interferometers with asymmetric paths, or when using Bloch lattices [46] . Importantly, the issue of vanishing proper time difference is unrelated to whether the paths are in free fall or not. Time dilation can be non-vanishing even between two free falling world lines, and interferometric visibility for this scenario has been studied in [16] .
In full analogy to spin echo it is always possible to "reverse" the effect of time dilation and "bring the coherence back". In order to have high interference contrast the paths must be arranged such that the proper time difference between them is small compared to the characteristic time scale of the system (which in general depends on its internal Hamiltonian and state). For a two-level atom such a "gravitational echo" could be a feasible way to assure high visibility. However, when the internal energy spread grows, e.g due to large number of internal modes, even small fluctuations in the interferometer area lead to a substantial loss of visibility, figure 3 (right). For increasingly composite systems, the precision with which the paths need to be controlled thus grows, but this precision will be limited due to the Heisenberg uncertainty. For sufficiently large systems time dilation induced loss of visibility can become for all practical purposes irreversible, even though it stems from fundamentally reversible unitary dynamics.
For a discussion of time dilation in quantum theory and additional topics, we refer the reader to ref. [47] .
Conclusion
Quantum effects have been demonstrated with complex systems comprising hunderds of atoms [18, [48] [49] [50] [51] . The regime where general relativity affects internal dynamics of such systems might soon allow testing the interplay between quantum mechanics and general relativity. Composite quantum systems also offer intriguing new insights into the notion of time in quantum theory: They can describe a clock that runs different proper times in superposition and show that clocks generally must become entangled due to their unavoidable gravitational interactions [52] . Finally, considering systems with quantised internal energy calls for a suitable quantum formulation of the Einstein Equivalence Principle (EEP) and its new quantum tests [13] . Composite quantum particles subject to relativistic effects are particularly suited for exploring the joint foundations of quantum theory and general relativity.
